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Serial rings have been studied in a number of recent papers [ 1, 7-9, 111. 
Wright [lo, 121 developed criteria which ensure that a uniform module 
over a serial ring with Krull dimension is uniserial. We generalize these 
results, and in particular free them from the Krull dimension hypothesis. At 
the same time we provide simplified proofs. This is accomplished by 
formulating the statements and arguments in terms of variants of non- 
singularity. (From this point of view, our main result (4.3) is a direct 
extension of the relatively easy (1.3).) 
We emphasize that all these criteria are sufficient but not necessary. 
Effective necessary and sufficient tests, for when a single uniform module 
over a serial ring is uniserial, appear not to be known. 
Along the way, we show that any semiprime right serial ring is a direct 
sum of prime rings, and we obtain facts about the spectrum of a serial ring. 
The latter ones will also be useful in a subsequent paper, which gives a 
fairly comprehensive structure theory for arbitrary serial rings, At the very 
end we present a trivial proof of the result of [ 1 l] concerning the Krull 
dimension of serial rings. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All rings considered here have an identity element, and all modules are 
unitary right modules, unless specified differently. 
For an R-module A4, Z(M) and E(M) denote the singular submodule 
and the injective hull. N c M, NC M, and N c’ M indicate that N is a 
submodule, proper submodule, and essential submodule of M, respectively. 
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A nonzero cyclic module with a unique maximal submodule is called a 
local module. A nonzero element x of an arbitrary module is called local if 
xR is a local module. 
We call a module uniserial if its submodules form a chain, and serial if 
it is the direct sum of uniserial modules. A ring is called right (left) serial 
if it is serial as right (left) module over itself; it is called serial if it is left 
and right serial. Every left or right serial ring is semiperfect. Over a right 
serial ring, any element of any module is the sum of local elements. In a 
uniserial module, any element is local. 
J will always denote the Jacobson radical of the ring R. The letter e, with 
and without subscripts, is reserved for indecomposable idempotents of R. 
The translinite powers of the Jacobson radical are defined inductively 
as 4~) = nfl<,,,, N J(b)“, for ordinals CI, /I. (Obviously this definition 
simplifies to J(a) = n,, N J(a - 1)” if CY is a nonlimit ordinal, and to 
J(a) = np<. J(j) if a is a limit ordinal.) 
We list now several known results which are used in the paper: 
THEOREM 1.1 [S, Theorem 3.33. Let R be a serial ring, P a finitely 
generated projective R-module, and M a finitely generated submodule of P. 
Then there is a decomposition P = P, @ . . . Q P, into indecomposable projec- 
tives such that M=Mn PI@ ... @Mn P,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [7, Proposition 1.11. For any R-module M ouer a 
serial ring R, M/Z(M) is a nonsingular R/Z(R)-module. In particular, 
R/Z(R) itself is a (right) nonsingular ring. 
LEMMA 1.3 [7, Lemma 1.2(a)]. Every nonsingular uniform module over 
a serial ring is uniserial. 
THEOREM 1.4 [S, Lemma 4.5, Theorem 4.73. A serial ring is left and/or 
right nonsingular iff it is left and/or right semihereditary. Zf so, then every 
finitely generated nonsingular module is projective. 
Recall that a ring is called right Goldie if it has finite right Goldie dimen- 
sion, and ascending chain condition on right annihilators. 
A right nonsingular ring with finite Goldie dimension is right Goldie. 
The converse holds true provided the ring is semiprime. 
Consequently, a semiprime serial ring is left and/or right Goldie iff it is 
left and/or right nonsingular, iff it is left and/or right semihereditary, iff it 
has ascending chain condition on left and/or right annihilators. 
LEMMA 1.5. Zf xR is a local module over a semiperfect ring R, then there 
is an indecomposable idempotent e such that x = xe. 
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Proof Let f: P + xR be a projective cover, and define g: R -+ xR 
via g(r) = xr. There exists an epimorphism h: R -+ P such that fh = g. 
Then h splits: R = eR @ ker h. Consequently x = g(1) =fh( 1) =fh(e) = 
fh(l)e=xe. 1 
The next lemma is an easy generalization of [ 11, Lemma 21; it applies, 
in particular, to the family I,=J@)” @<a, no N), with I=J(a). It is 
closely related to (2.4), and to the concept of an almost nonsingular ideal 
introduced thereafter. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let (IS} be a family of ideals of a right serial ring, and let 
I= fl, I,. Then XI = (I XI, holds for every local element x. If M is a uniserial 
module, and tf I E ISII is valid for all s and t, then XI = MI holds for every 
XEM-MI. 
Proof el= fi eI, holds for any idempotent e and any family of ideals in 
any ring. 
Consider a local module xR over a right serial ring R, and select e with 
xe=x by (1.5). Let f:eR-rxR be given byf(e)=x. If kerfsel, then 
xR/xIr eR/eI, and XI = fi xZS follows from the previous observation. If 
ker f 3 eI, then ker f 2 eI, for some t; and hence XI, = 0, and therefore 
xl= 0 = n xIS. Thus xl= n xZS holds in any case. 
Now consider XE M- MI. If xl= MI fails, then there is m E M with 
mZ1 xl= n xl,. We obtain t with ml1 xZ,. Also xR 1 MI2 mI= n mIS 
yields xR 3 ml, for some s. The assumption Zc I,Z, leads to the contradic- 
tion ml 113 XI, 1 ml, I, 1 ml. 1 
We add two more easy observations: 
LEMMA 1.7. Let f be a homomorphism defined on a uniserial module M, 
and assume U c V E M and f V # 0. Then fU c f V and fM/f V z Ml V. 
LEMMA 1.8. Any proper factor module of a untform (in particular 
uniserial) module is singular. 
2. NONSINGULAR MODULES OVER SERIAL RINGS 
This section contains a few technical observations, concerning the 
modules of the title. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I be an ideal, and A a right ideal, of an arbitrary ring, 
such that 1~ A s R. 
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(i) Zf A/IL’ R/Z, then A c_’ R. 
(ii) Zf M is a nonsingular R-module and MI= 0, then M is a non- 
singular R/Z-module. 
LEMMA 2.2. A nonzero projective module over a serial ring is not 
singular. 
Proof As a serial ring is semiperfect, a projective module is the direct 
sum of submodules of the form eR. The annihilator (1 - e) R of e is not 
essential, and therefore e $ Z(eR). m 
LEMMA 2.3. Over a serial ring, a module is nonsingular iff every 
local/finitely generated submodule is projective. 
Proof. Let N be a finitely generated submodule of the nonsingular 
R-module M, and let Z = Z(R). Clearly NZ = 0, and therefore N is a non- 
singular R/Z-module, by (2.1). Now R/Z is a nonsingular ring, by (1.2). 
Therefore N is a projective R/Z-module, by (1.4). Thus N is a direct sum 
of submodules of the form eR/eZ. Since these eR/eZ are even nonsingular 
as R-modules, (1.8) implies eZ = 0. Consequently N is a projective 
R-module. 
The converse follows from (2.2). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. For an ideal Z of a serial ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(i) For every indecomposable idempotent e, eZ= 0 or every finitely 
generated (= cyclic) submodule of eRJeZ is a projective RJZ-module. 
(ii) For every indecomposable idempotent e, eZ=O or eRIeI is a non- 
singular RjZ-module. 
(iii) For every indecomposable idempotent e, and every x E eR -eZ, 
xl = eZ holds. 
(iv) For every uniserial module M and x E M - MI, xl= MI holds. 
Proof (i) implies (iv): For given x E M- MZ, we have to show XI? yZ 
for all y E M. This is trivially true if xR 2 yR or if yZ = 0. We are left with 
the case xR c yR and yZ # 0. 
By (1.5) we have e with y= ye. Clearly eZ#O. By (1.7) the obvious 
epimorphism eR + yR induces an isomorphism eR/eZr yR/yZ. The inclu- 
sion xR c yR induces a homomorphism xR/xZ -+ yR/yZ 1 eR/eZ. Its image, 
a cyclic submodule of eRIeI, is a projective R/Z-module, by hypothesis. 
Thus the homomorphism splits, and we conclude xl= yZ, as xR is 
uniserial. 
(iv) implies (iii): Trivial. 
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(iii) implies (i): Let eZ# 0 and consider arbitrary x E eR - el. By 
hypothesis, xZ=eZ#O. With x=xe’ from (1.5) we obtain again 
e’R/e’Zz xR/xZ. Thus the arbitrary cyclic submodule xRlxZ= xR/eZ of 
eRjeZ is a projective R/Z-module. 
(i) and (ii) are equivalent by (2.3). [Note that this special case of (2.3) 
can be verified directly, without reference to (1.4).] 1 
In accordance with standard conventions, one should call an ideal Z of 
a ring R nonsingular if R/Z is a nonsingular ring. The following generalizes 
this concept: 
DEFINITION. We call an ideal Z of a serial ring R (right) almost non- 
singular if it has the equivalent properties of (2.4). 
EXAMPLES. The class of almost nonsingular ideals is closed under 
arbitrary sums and down directed intersections. 
(2.4)(ii) shows that every nonsingular ideal is almost nonsingular. In 
particular, every Goldie semiprime ideal, and specifically J(R) = J(O), is 
almost nonsingular. 
(1.6) establishes (2.4)(iv) for the ideals Z described there. In particular 
this shows that all J(a), u > 0 are almost nonsingular. It also shows that 
n ncrm I” is almost nonsingular for any ideal I. Specifically every idempotent 
ideal is almost nonsingular. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf Z is a right almost nonsingular ideal in a serial ring 
R, and M a uniserial R-module with MI # 0, then M/MI is a nonsingular 
R/Z-module. 
Proof: Consider any 0 # X E MIMI, and select e with xe = x by (1.5). By 
(2.4) we have 0 # MZ= xl= xel, in particular eI# 0. Then ( 1.7) yields 
eR/eZg xR/xI= xR/MZ= fR, as before. Thus every cyclic submodule of 
M/MI is a projective R/Z-module, and therefore M/MI itself is a non- 
singular R/Z-module. 1 
3. PRIME IDEALS IN SERIAL RINGS 
We develop some elementary facts about the subject of the title. More 
details will be given in a subsequent paper. 
LEMMA 3.1. Any two incomparable prime ideals of a right serial ring are 
co-maximal. 
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Proof. For any indecomposable idempotent e, we have ePc_ eQ or 
eQ c_ eP. If P, Q are incomparable prime ideals, we deduce e E Q or e E P, 
respectively. Therefore, in any case, e( P + Q) = eR. Consequently 
P+Q=R. 1 
The following simple consequence will be used very frequently: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let P, Q be prime ideals of a right serial ring R. 
Assume there is a uniserial (or hollow) module M such that MPc M and 
MQ t M, Then P, Q are comparable. 
We fix, for the following discussion, a specific decomposition 1= x1= I ei 
of the identity of a right serial ring R into indecomposable orthogonal 
idempotents. (It is easy to see that all the following statements are inde- 
pendent of this particular choice.) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P, Q be prime ideals of the right serial ring R. 
(i) If eiE P implies e,E Q, then P, Q are comparable. 
(ii) If, in addition, there is some ej E Q - P, then P c Q. 
Proof. (i) Suppose P $ Q. Then there is ei such that e,PI eiQ. Thus 
ei$ Q (as otherwise eiP 23 eiQ = e,R). By hypothesis we conclude ei$ P. 
Thus P 2 e,P 3 eiQ implies P 2 Q. 
(ii) Now obvious. 1 
We associate, with any subset T of (e,, . . . . e,), the collection P(T) of 
prime ideals P with P n {e, , . . . . e,} = T. Note that P(T) may be empty. By 
(3.3), each P(T) is a chain; we shall call the nonempty P(T) the towers of 
spec R. Again by (3.3), for two towers P(T,), T1 c T, holds iff P, c P, 
holds for some (and then for all) Pi E P( Ti). 
We record a number of simple observations concerning the inclusion 
graph T = {T: P(T) # 0). Everything follows easily from (3.1)-(3.3): 
(i) T is a finite disjoint union of rooted trees. 
(ii) The roots correspond to the minimal prime ideals. 
(iii) The leaves correspond to the maximal ideals. 
(iv) The trees branch properly (i.e., at least three incident edges) at 
each vertex which is neither a root nor a leaf. 
(v) The spectrum is obtained by replacing the vertices T by the 
towers P(T). 
The next proposition was known for right Goldie right serial semiprime 
rings (cf. [l, Section 21; combine [8, (4.1)] with [6, (4.3)]: 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Every right serial semiprime ring is a direct sum of 
prime rings. 
Proof. As the spectrum consists of finitely many chains, there are only 
finitely many minimal primes, say Q,, . . . . Q,. Their intersection fly!, Qi 
equals zero. By (3.1), the Qi are pairwise co-maximal. The claim follows 
readily. 1 
DEFINITION. Let P, Q be prime ideals of a right serial ring R. We call 
Q a (right) successor of P [and P a (right) predecessor of Q] if 
ePQ c eP c eR holds for some indecomposable idempotent e of R. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Q, P be two incomparable prime ideals of a right serial 
ring R. If Q is a successor of P, then ePQ c eP c eR holds for all indecom- 
posable idempotents e q! P. 
Proof: We are given one e with ePQ c eP c eR; clearly e 4 P. We claim 
that xP= eP holds for all x~eR - eP. [We have xPcePcxRceR; so 
XP c eP leads to eP2 E XP c eP, which together with ePQ c eP contradicts 
(3.w 
Consider any other e’ 4 P. Then eRe’ Q P, and there is x0 E eRe’ - P. The 
first consideration shows x,P= eP, and this implies eRe’P = eP. Now 
we have e’PQte’P [since e’PQ =e’P leads to the contradiction 
eP = eRe’P = eRe’PQ = ePQ c eP], and therefore e’PQ c e’P c e’R. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. In a right serial ring, Q is a successor of P if and only $ 
PQcPnQ or QcP. 
Proof: Assume that Q is a successor of P. If Q 3 P, then the given 
ePQ t eP t eR yields immediately PQ c P = P n Q. If Q and P are incom- 
parable, suppose PQ = P n Q. Lemma (3.5) yields ePQ c eP c eR for all 
e $ P. We deduce eP 1 ePQ = eP n eQ = eQ. On the other hand, for e E P, 
eP = eR 1 eQ. Thus PZ Q follows, contrary to the assumption. We 
conclude again PQ c P n Q. 
Assume PQ c P n Q. Pick e with ePQ c e(P n Q). Then eP = eR implies 
the contradiction eQ = ePQ c eP n eQ E eQ. We conclude ePQ c 
e(PnQ)EePceR. 
Finally assume Q c P. Pick e # P. Then e 4 Q hence eP $E Q. Conse- 
quently eP 3 eQ, hence ePQ G eQ c eP c eR. 1 
We separate now the cases of comparable and incomparable successors. 
Recall from (3.6) that Q is always a successor of P if Q t P. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let P c Q be prime ideals of a serial ring R. Then Q is 
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a successor of P if and only if PQ c P. In particular, this cannot happen if 
P is Goldie and P c Q. 
Proof. By (3.6), Q is a sucessor of P iff PQ c P n Q = P. 
If P is Goldie, hence (almost) nonsingular, then (2.4)(iii) shows 
eAP = eP for all e and all ideals A 3 P. We’ conclude AP = P, and sym- 
metrically PA = P. In particular, if Q =) P, then Q cannot be a successor 
of P. 1 
The next corollary shows that the successor relation between incom- 
parable primes is symmetric, and occurs only rarely. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let P and Q be two incomparable prime ideals of a 
serial ring. 
(i) Q is a successor of P if and only if P is a left successor of Q. 
(ii) Zf so, then Q and P contain the same prime ideals properly (and 
are in particular the minimal members of their respective towers); 
(iii) moreover, Q and P are Goldie, and determine each other uniquely. 
Proof. (i) Trivial, from (3.6). 
(ii) Consider any prime Q’ c P. We have ePQ c eP c eR for some e. 
If eP= ePQ’, we deduce eE Q’c P hence eP= eR, a contradiction. Thus 
ePQ’ c eP. Corollary (3.2), applied to M = eP, shows that Q and Q’ are 
comparable. As Q c Q’ leads to the contradiction Q c P, we conclude 
Q' = Q- 
(iii) To see that P is Goldie, consider any e $ P. Lemma (3.5) says 
ePQ c ePc eR, and in particular eP#O. The first claim in the proof of 
(3.5) establishes XP = eP for all x E eR - eP. Then the implication from (iii) 
to (i) in the proof of (2.4) shows that eR/eP is a nonsingular R/P-module. 
Thus R/P is a right nonsingular ring, and P is Goldie. 
Let Qi, Q, be successors of P, both incomparable with P. Then 
ePQ, c eP c eR holds for all e $ P and i = 1, 2, by (3.5). Corollary (3.2) 
shows that Q1 and Q2 are comparable. If Q1 c Q2, (ii) yields Q, c P, con- 
trary to the incomparability assumption. Similarly Qz c Q, is impossible; 
hence Qi = Qz. m 
4. SOME UNIFORM MODULES ARE UNISERIAL 
We call a module M I-nonsingular, for an ideal Z of a ring R, if ann,Z 
is a nonsingular R/Z-module. 
Note that M is trivially I-nonsingular if ann,Z = 0. Lemma (2.1) shows 
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that an I-nonsingular module is also I’-nonsingular for every ideal I’ which 
contains Z. 
The next lemma is crucial. The idea can be traced to the proofs of 
Propositions 1.5/1.6 in [lo]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P, Q be ideals (not necessarily prime) of a serial ring R. 
Let M be a uniform Q-nonsingular module with MPQ = 0 and ann,Q # 0. 
Let x, y be local elements of M. Then xR + yR is uniserial, provided (i) P, Q 
are equal or co-maximal, or (ii) P G Q, yQ = 0, and xP # 0. 
ProoJ We may assume PQ = 0. As the claim follows from (1.3) if Q 
annihilates both x and y, we may also assume xQ # 0. Then we infer XP # 0 
(since, under (i) and P # Q, 0 # xR n ann, Q = (xR n arm,,,, Q)(P + Q) G 
XP). 
By (1.5), we select idempotents e, e’ with ye= y, xe’=x. Then 
e’P 2 ker f 2 0, for the kernel of the obvious map f: e’R + xR. If ker f # 0, 
then xP= e’P/ker f is a nonzero singular R/Q-module, by (1.8). This 
contradicts the Q-nonsingularity of M. We conclude ker f = 0, and 
consequently xR g e’R is projective. 
We consider the exact sequence 
O-+K-+xR@eRAxR+ yR-+O, 
where g(xr, + er*) = xrl + yr, and K= ker g. Since gJ xR is injective, K 
embeds into eR, and therefore is uniserial. 
We consider any nonzero element u E K. From (1.1) we obtain a decom- 
position xR 0 eR = A 0 B with u E A. As indecomposable decompositions 
of projective modules over semiperfect rings are unique up to isomorphism, 
we conclude that A, B are uniserial. Moreover the restriction g( B is injec- 
tive, since 0 # u E Kn A implies K n B = 0, as K is uniserial. If we denote 
the projection A @B -+ B by p, we obtain that KfKn A z gp(K) c M is 
Q-nonsingular. Our next aim is to establish K/Kn A = 0. We consider 
several cases: 
Case 1 (K = KP). Here K is an R/Q-module. K 2 K n A 2 uR 3 0 and 
(1.8) show that K/Kn A is a singular R/Q-module. We conclude 
KfKn A =O. 
Case 2 (KxKQ). We choose UEK-KQ. KzKnAzuRIKQ and 
(1.8) show again that K/K n A is singular R/Q-module. We obtain the same 
conclusion. 
We are left with KQ = KS KP, and we add now assumptions (i) or (ii). 
Case 3 (KD KP and Assumption (i)). We choose UE K- KP. 
Kz Kn AZURI KP shows that gp(K)zKfKn A is a singular 
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RjlP-module. Then gp(K) n ann,Q is a singular R/P- and a nonsingular 
R/Q-module. Consequently, in both instances of (i), we conclude 
gp(K) n ann,Q = 0, hence K/K n A z gp(K) = 0 since A4 is uniform. 
Case 4 (K= KQ and Assumption (ii)). yQ = 0 implies eQ G K. This 
yields KQ c eQ [k E K, qE Q * k = xrl + er,, kq = xr,q + er,q * 
xr,qEKnxR=O+kq=er,qEeQ]. Consequently we obtain K=eQ, 
hence xR + yR 2 (xR @ eR)lKr xR @ eR/eQ. As xR + yR z M is uniform, 
we deduce eR = eQ, hence yR = yQ = 0, in contradiction to y # 0. Thus this 
case cannot occur. 
K/K n A = 0 implies K s A, hence xR + yR E (A 0 B)/K z (A/K) @ B. As 
xR + yR is uniform, we obtain A/K= 0, and therefore xR + yR is 
isomorphic to B hence uniserial. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let S be a Goldie semiprime ideal of a serial ring R, and let 
M be a uniform S-nonsingular R-module. Then lJnG N ann,(S”) is uniserial. 
Proof. We recall that R/S is isomorphic to @ R/P, where P runs over 
the minimal primes of S; cf. (3.4). Consequently, any nonzero indecom- 
posable R/S-module is annihilated by a unique P. 
It obviously suffices to establish that M, = ann,(S”) is uniserial, for all 
n > 1 such that 0 = M,, c M, c ... c M,. By induction over n, we shall 
show this fact, and simultaneously construct primes P, minimal over S, 
such that xP, = M,- 1 holds for all XEM,-M,-~. 
n = 1: M, , being a nonsingular R/S-module by assumption, is uniserial 
by (1.3). As remarked above, there is a (unique) prime P,, minimal over 
S, with M,P, =O. Thus xP, =O=M, for all XEM, -MO. 
n * n + 1: (1) Construction of P, + 1 : Consider any local element 
XEM,+I -M,; select e with xe = x. As (xR+ M,)/M, is uniserial, there 
is a prime P, minimal over S, such that XP E M,. We deduce 
eR 2 eP 3 ePP,[eR # eP since xR # xP; eP # ePP, since otherwise 
XP = XPP, hence xS”cxPS”-‘=xPP,S”-‘GM,-,S”-‘=O]. This 
means that P is a predecessor of P,. As such, it is uniquely determined by 
P,, by (3.8). P is therefore independent of the choice of x. We define 
P ,,+ i = P, and record the fact M, + 1 P G M,. (We shall continue with the 
shorter notation P.) 
(2) mn+, :=M,+I/M,-I is uniform: This is an easy consequence 
of the fact that M, is uniserial. Consider nonzero elements X, j E n,, + i. 
If x, YEM,,, then M,-,cxR, yRsM, hence M,-,cxRnyR. If 
x~Mn+l -M, and REM,, then M,-IcxP, yRcM, hence MuMlc 
xPn yRsxRn yR. Finally if x, GEM,+,-M,, then M,-IcxP, 
yPsM, hence MHplcxPn yPGxRn yR. 
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(3) RI+, is uniserial: We verify the assumptions of (4.1)(i) for 
p=p,+, and Q = P,, and for I@,+ I. We have just seen that A,,,, 
is uniform. M,, i PP, E M, P, = M, _ I shows that &?,, + i PP, = 0. We 
have annMn+,P,,=an#O since M,-,cM,. For n=l, M,=M, is 
S-nonsingular hence Pi-nonsingular, by assumption. For n > 1, 
M,P,=M,_,#O and (2.5) yield that I@,=M,/M,~,=M,/M,P, is 
P,-nonsingular. Finally (i) follows from (3.1). 
(4) xP=M, holds for all XEM,+,-M,: As ant1 and M, are 
uniserial, we have iP c @, c %R E ii$, + i and M, _, c XP c M,. If P, # P, 
then P, + P = R by (3.1), and therefore Iz;i, = ai,(P, + P) = 
i@,,Pc XP E li;i,, hence XP = M,. If, on the other hand, P, = P, suppose 
that there exists Jo@,-,i?Pc.fR--fP. As P is Goldie, (2.4) yields 
XP= jP= jP, = 0, in contradiction to x$ M,. Thus, also in this case, 
n,, = XP, and therefore M, = xP. 
(5) M,+I is uniserial: Consider x, y E M, + , . If x, y E M,, then we 
are done since M, is uniserial. If x E M, + , - M, and y E M,, then 
yRcM,=xPcxR. Finally ifx, YEM,,+~ -M,,, then M,=xP= yPcxR, 
YR~M,.,, and we can use the uniseriality of @n + i . 1 
We come to the main result: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let I be an almost nonsingular ideal of a serial ring R, and 
let M be a uniform I-nonsingular R-module. Then ann,(n,, N I”) is 
uniserial. 
Proof Consider the ideals IG A c B E R defined by A/I = Z(R/I) and 
B/A the prime radical of R/A. 
Case 1 (ann,Z#O). We show first U ann,(B”) = U ann,(A”) = 
U ann,(I”) = ann,( 0 I”). 
The first equality is a trivial consequence of the fact that the prime radi- 
cal of a right Goldie ring is nilpotent; cf. (1.2) and [S]; or [2, (1.14), 
(1.35)]. The second equality follows from ann,(A”) = ann,(Z”), which we 
establish by induction: For n = 1, arm,,,, I is R/I-nonsingular by assumption, 
hence annihilated by A/I For n > 1, consider any local element 
XE ann,(I”)-ann,I Then xZ#O, and (2.5) applied to xR yields 
that xR/xI is a nonsingular R/I-module, hence again annihilated by A. 
Therefore xA c XI, hence xAI”-‘cxI”=O, and consequently 
xA E ann, (I”-‘) = ann,,,(A”- ‘), by induction. Then xA” = 0, and the 
induction is complete. 
Consider any local element m E ann,(n I”). Since M is uniform and 
ann,Z#O, there is O#mrEann,Z; hence mrZ=O. But O=m(fiI”)= 
n ml”, by (1.6), yields ml’ G mrR for some t. Consequently mI’+ ’ = 0, to 
say m E lJ, ann,(I”). This proves the last equality. 
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By [2, (6.13)], B is a Goldie semiprime ideal. M is B-nonsingular, by 
(2.1), since it is I-nonsingular by assumption. Therefore (4.2) applies, and 
proves the claim. 
Case 2 (ann,Z= 0). We show that M is a nonsingular R/n I”-module, 
hence uniserial by (1.3). We may assume n I” = 0. Suppose there is 
O#x# EZ(M). Certainly there is e such that O#xe~z(M). The 
annihilator C of xe is essential; hence eC # 0. Then 0 = e(n I”) = 
n eZ” c eC yields eZ’ c eC for some t. Consequently xel’ E xeC= 0, 
hence 0 #xe ~ann,&Z’). We conclude ann,Z#O, contrary to the 
assumption. [Note that this second case does not need that Z is almost 
nonsingular.] 1 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a commutative valuation domain, with quotient 
field K, and let M = E(K/R). it4 is uniform, but rarely uniserial; in fact M 
is uniserial iff all uniform R-modules are uniserial, iff R is almost maximal 
(cf. [3, Theorem 4.81). It is not difficult to check that M is I-nonsingular, 
for a proper almost nonsingular ideal Z, iff Z= J and J is principal. Under 
these circumstances, (4.3) asserts that ann,,,.Z( 1) is uniserial. 
It is clear that, in (4.3), if M is an injective R-module, then ann,(n I”) 
is an injective R/n I”-module. We show now that certain subfactors of 
arbitrary (not necessarily injective) uniserial modules are injective, over the 
appropriate factor rings of R. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let P E Q be ideals of a serial ring R, where P is 
almost nonsingular. Let M be a uniserial Q-nonsingular R-module with 
MPQ = 0. Then MP is an injective R/Q-module. 
ProoJ As the claim is otherwise trivial, we may assume MPZO. We 
can select injective hulls such that E,(M) 2 M, E,,,(MP) 2 MP. Suppose, 
contrary to the claim, that there is y E E,,(MP) - MP. Obviously we may 
select y to be local. Note yQ = 0. M = MP implies the contradiction 
0 = MPQ = MQ 1 MP # 0; thus we can pick x E M - MP. Lemma (2.4) 
yields XP = MP # 0. Clearly x is also local. 
Therefore, assumption (ii) of (4.1) applies, and xR + yR is uniserial. If 
xR E yR, we obtain the contradiction 0 # MP= XPGXQ c yQ =O. If 
yRc xR, we deduce YE M - MP, hence using (2.4) 0 # MP= yPr 
yQ = 0, a contradiction again. 1 
Remarks. (i) If, in (4.4), we assume that M is uniform (rather than 
uniserial) and P-nonsingular (which is stronger than Q-nonsingular; cf. 
(2.1)), then (4.3) implies that M is uniserial. 
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(ii) If both Q and P are almost nonsingular and if N is a uniserial 
R-module with NPQ #O, then N/NPQ is Q-nonsingular by (2.5), and 
therefore NP/NPQ is an injective R/Q-module, by (4.4). 
The following corollary is an immediate generalization of (4.4). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let PC Q be two almost nonsingular ideals of a serial 
ring R. Let M be a uniform Q-nonsingular R-module such that MPQ”- ’ # 0, 
MPQ” = 0. Then MP is an injective R/Q”-module. 
Proof Let E= E,(M) be the injective hull, and Ei = ann,(Q’) 
(i = 0, . . . . n). Then Ei is R/Q’-injective, and contains MPQ”-j. As E is 
uniform and Q-nonsingular, (4.3) shows that all Ei are uniserial. 
We shall show Ei = MPQ+‘, by induction over i. For i= 0, 
E0 = 0 = MPQ” holds. Assume the equality for some i < n. Consider the 
module MPQ” ~ ip ‘/MPQ”- i if i < n - 2, or M/MPQ if i = n - 1. This 
module is Q-nonsingular [by assumption if i= 0, by (2.5) if i> 01. Thus 
(4.4) yields that MPQ”-i-‘/MPQ”-i is nonzero and R/Q-injective. The 
module embeds into Ei+l/Ei, and the embedding splits by injectivity. We 
deduce Ei, , =MpQ--1. 1 
The following special case might be worth singling out: 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let e be an indecomposable idempotent of the serial 
ring R, and let P c Q be two almost nonsingular ideals. Assume 
ePQ”- 1 2 ePQ” 2 0. Then eP/ePQ” is an injective R/Q”-module. 1 
5. TRANSFINITE POWERS OF THE RADICAL 
We deduce now the main results of [lo, 121 concerning the uniseriality 
of uniform modules, from our results. The first lemma is an easy conse- 
quence of (1.6): 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a uniserial module over a serial ring R, and a an 
ordinal. If MJ(a) c L c M, then there is 6 <a and zeM such that 
zJ(S)* c zJ(6) = L c zR. 
Proof: We have xJ(a) c L for all x E M - L. Therefore we can pick p 
( <a) minimal such that yJ(/3) c L holds for some y E M- L. 
/I is a nonlimit ordinal, say /?= 6 + 1 [otherwise, by (1.6), 
L 1 yJ(p) = &,<,r yJ(y) implies L 1 yJ(y) for some y < /?, in contradiction 
to the minimality of /?I. 
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L=, yJ(p) = n, YJ(S)~ implies now yJ(6)“~ L, for some n, again by 
(1.6). We take n minimal: then n > 0 and yJ(S)” E L c yJ(6)“- i. We pick 
z E yJ(6)“- I -L and obtain zJ(6) c L. As zJ(6) c L would contradict the 
minimality of /I, we have zJ(6) = L. 
Suppose L= zJ(6) = zJ(~)~. An easy induction infers L = zJ(1) for all 
A B 6. In particular, L = zJ(a) E MJ(cc) c L. This contradiction establishes 
zJ(Q2 c zJ(6). 1 
We restate now some concepts from [12]: For a uniserial module M, 
with a submodule N, over a serial ring (with Krull dimension), P(M) 
denotes the projective cover, and P[M, N] the set of isomorphism classes 
of projective covers of finitely generated submodules of M/N. (P[M, N] 
can, obviously, be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of com- 
position factors (= simple subfactors) of M/N.) 
An a-subfactor is a nonzero uniserial R/J(a)-module such that, for all 
y < a and x E A4, P[P(xR) J(y), P(xR) J(r)‘] E P[xJ(y), xJ(y)‘]. 
We mention in passing, without repeating the definition, that the 
Jr-factors in [lo] are precisely the injective 1-subfactors, equivalently the 
R/J( 1 )-injective hulls of arbitrary 1-subfactors. 
LEMMA 5.2. Over any serial ring R, the a-subfactors are precisely the 
nonzero uniserial nonsingular R/J(a)-modules. 
Proof. Let M be a nonzero-uniserial R/J(a)-module. It is easy to see 
that we may assume J(a) = 0. 
Assume that M is nonsingular. Then, by (2.3) xR is projective for 
all x E M. Therefore P(xR) = xR and P[P(xR) J(y), P(xR) J(r)‘] = 
P[xJ(y), xJ(~)~]. Consequently M is an a-subfactor. 
Assume, conversely, that M is not nonsingular, and pick 0 # x E Z(M). 
Certainly xR is not projective. Let f: eR + xR be a projective cover; so 
kerf #O. By (5.1) there is zeeR and ka such that zJ(6)*czJ(6)=kerf. 
Consequently P[P(f(z) R) J(6), P(f(z) R) J(S)2] # a. On the other hand, 
f’“;)o;(8); 0 implies P[f(z) J(6), f(z) J(S)*] = 0. Thus M is not an a-sub- 
The following comprises most of the results of [12]: 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let M be a uniserial module over a serial ring R, and 
let a < fl be two ordinals. 
(i) Zf M/MJ(a) is an a-subfactor, then the R/J(a + l)-injective hull of 
M/MJ(a) is uniserial. 
(ii) Zf NJ(b) J(a)“-‘/NJ@) J(a)” is an a-subfactor, for some n> 1, 
then NJ(/?)/NJ#) J(a)” is an injective R/J(a)“-module. 
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Prooj Recall that J(E) 2 J(p) are almost nonsingular. By (5.2) we 
know that M/MJ(a) and N/NJ@) J(U)” are J(E)-nonsingular. Thus (i) is a 
special case of (4.3), and (ii) of (4.5). 1 
We conclude with a very elementary proof, of a slight generalization, of 
the result of [Ill. 
LEMMA 5.4. If M is a uniserial module over a right serial ring R, and 
MJ(a)” = 0, then Kdim((M) exists and is at most LX 
Proof. As Krull dimension behaves properly with respect o short exact 
sequences, we may assume MJ(a) = 0. Consider any sequence 
MI M, 3 M, I ... of submodules, and pick XEM- M,. Then 
o=xJ(4=n,<..... xJ(/?)” by (1.6). Therefore, for every i, xR 3 Mi I 
Mi+ 12 XJ(B)“, for some /I < LX and me N (depending on i). Then 
(M,/M,+ ,) J(B)“* = 0, and therefore Kdim(M,/M,+ ,) ,< p < a by induction. 
We conclude that Kdim(M) exists, and is <CL 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. A right serial ring R has right Krull dimension <a, if 
and only if J(a) is nilpotent. 
Proof: Write R= @;=r e,R. If J(Lx)“=~, then Kdim(e,R)<a by (5.4), 
hence rt . K dim( R) < a. 
Conversely, for any ring whatsoever, rt . K dim(R) < c1 implies that J(a) 
is nilpotent [4, Theorem 81. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6 [ 111. A serial ring has right Krull dimension a, i&f it 
has left KruN dimension u, iff c1 is minimal with J(a) nilpotent. m 
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